hemangioblasts from the lateral plate mesoderm. At day E8.5, as the heart begins to beat, the deriving angioblastic blood islands coalesce to form the first vascular circuits, consisting of paired dorsal aortae, endocardial heart tube, anterior and posterior cardinal veins. Lymphatic endothelial cells differentiate from blood endothelial cells at day E9.0, when a polarized expression of the homeobox gene Sox18 induces the transcription factor Prox1, which becomes detectable by day E10.0 in cells of the dorsolateral cardinal vein. Besides Prox1, a main regulator and a specific marker of lymphatic commitment, several genes have been involved in the biogenesis of the lymphatic system ).
Yet, a complete understanding of the subtended mechanism(s) is lacking, mainly related to our inability to comprehensively image, in a dynamic fashion, the events that shape the basic architectures of developing embryos. Emerging technologies are providing new impulse for anatomical studies, by coupling the excellent resolutions of confocal microscopy with high penetration depths. Among these technologies, selective plane illumination microscopy (ultramicroscopy) is a fluorescence technique that uses a focused light sheet to illuminate the sample perpendicularly to the observation pathway. In this system, a micrometric optical sectioning is obtained by stepping the specimen chamber vertically through the laser light sheet. To image a thick specimen, for example, a whole embryo, light needs to penetrate for hundreds of microns, and for this purpose, the specimen has to be optically cleared. This is achieved by replacing the water in the specimen by a liquid with approximately the same refractive index as proteins: in this way, light scattering is strongly reduced, and the specimen becomes translucent (Becker et al, 2008) .
In an elegant morpho-functional study, Hägerling et al (2013) exploited the power of ultramicroscopy for a 3D reconstruction of the first steps in mouse lymphoangiogenesis at a single cell level. They imaged the vascular system of E9.5-E12.0 embryos by wholemount immunostaining for PECAM1 (arterial vessels) or VEGFR-3/ Endomucin (venous vessels). At day E10.0, they observed the first Prox1-positive, that is, lymphatic cells emerging from the common cardinal vein as streams of spindle-shaped, migrating cells ( Figure 1A ). In this early phase, cells form a meshwork; differently from the arterial and venous vessels, these newly formed lymphatics have no lumen and no associated erythrocytes. In concomitance with the formation of such structures, by day E11.0, the authors report that VEGFR-3 expression is almost completely switched from blood endothelial to lymphatic endothelial cells, confirming a functional role for this receptor, and for its ligands VEGF-C and/or CCBE1, in lymphoangiogenesis (Bos et al, 2011) . A massive and rapid expansion of the lymphatic meshwork is documented between days E10.0 and E10.25. Around day E10.5, lymphatic endothelial cells are shown to rapidly accumulate at the dorsal edge of the meshwork, forming luminized structures that coalesce to create the peripheral longitudinal lymphatic vessel ( Figure 1B) . A completely symmetrical structure, the primordial thoracic duct, is demonstrated to derive from cells similarly moving from the cardinal vein, and is fully developed by day E11.5 ( Figure 1C ). This is the first demonstration that the so-called lymphatic sac is actually constituted by two different entities, that is, the peripheral longitudinal lymphatic vessel and the precursor of the thoracic duct. At this same timepoint, imaging of longer lymphatic structures, extended dorsally from the peripheral longitudinal lymphatic vessel and formed by cells with a migratory phenotype, shows the organization of the dorsal superficial lymphatic plexus. By day E12.0, densely packed erythrocytes are evident in the lumen of the thoracic duct close to the cardinal vein, suggesting a continuity between these two structures and the development of valves for proper compartmentalization and prevention of venous backflow ( Figure 1D ). The interpretation of such '3D snapshots' is further supported by comparative imaging of genetically engineered mice, lacking VEGFR-3, VEGF-C and/ or CCBE1.
The work by Hägerling et al (2013) provides a significant contribution to the understanding of controversial models of lymphoangiogenesis. First, their data counteract the concepts that lymphatic endothelial cells emerge from the cardinal vein either (i) by sprouting, as recently suggested by the involvement of platelets in the separation of blood and lymph vessels (Uhrin et al, 2010) , or (ii) by ballooning, giving raise to the lymph sacs in a single step (Francois et al, 2012) . Their findings, instead, support a model of budding and migration (Yang et al, 2012) . Second, they characterize differential roles for VEGFR-3 ligands, showing that (i) CCB1 is responsible for the emersion of single lymphatic endothelial cells from the venous district; (ii) VEGF-C acts as a directional migration cue. Third, they demonstrate that, despite a number of known homologies in the development of the nervous, vascular and lymphatic system, at least one common molecular pathway is exploited in vivo with a different readout. The axon guidance and sprouting angiogenesis ligand Netrin-4, its canonical receptor Unc5B, and its alternative receptor a 6 b 1 integrin (Larrieu-Lahargue et al, 2011) , indeed, are not expressed in the first emerging lymphatic endothelial cells, but only in formed structures starting from day E11.0-E11.5. This suggests a role in the structural maintenance of lymphatic vessels, rather than in the early lymphatic commitment. A similar, intriguing difference is provided by a recently identified role of Semaphorin 3A, another axon guidance cue involved in embryo-vascular remodelling (Serini et al, 2012) and in the formation of lymphatic valves (Jurisic et al, 2012) .
Some questions remain: how is the separation of blood and lymphatic progenies firstly triggered by the spatial gradient of the transcription factors Sox18 and Prox1? Which are the molecules specifically involved in the shaping and lumening of lymphatic vessels? And, most intriguingly, why and how the pathways shared with the blood, lymphatic and nervous systems are exploited so differently? A number of molecular interactions and their precise appearance during embryo development still have to be clarified with particular emphasis on mixed regulatory circuits between transcriptional and post-transcriptional (microRNAs, long non-coding RNAs) mechanisms. This query will be greatly supported by the possibility of upgrading the reported ultramicroscopy technique toward a time-lapse imaging of living embryos, multiplex stained with differently-labelled specific antibodies. This goal seems not to be so far in the future.
